THE ROBERT PIETISH FLOWER

‘I have come here to make up for all my past mistakes', said the man. They laughed and
asked him to join them.’
- 23 Sept. 1998

Dear Reader,
The following is an account that is part factual and part experience, an
account of a very special group of people that live among us in our fair
city, a group of people that reject whole-heartedly the values that so many
of us hold dear.
These people seem to be as you and I, well maybe you, they talk and walk
like you, and yet there is something different about them, an aura, if you
will, of defiance. A calm smile that these people exude with every waking
breath, as if they know something. And they do. For these people are
members of an elite cult, their goal, to put into practice the ideas of Robert
Pietish.
The following account is told in sections. It is in these sections that I
believe the truth of the tale lies. For I myself cannot explain the
phenomena that is Robert Pietish. Nor can the members of that horrible
cult that I hold so dear. And neither could, I would hazard, that select
group of innocents who where there on that fateful night when all hell
broke loose. When commitment spawned its greatest challenge,
consequence.
Gladys Pinchot,
Cape Town
2008

MY PERSONAL PAST
As you may already have noted, my name is Gladys Pinchott. I am a man
who has been through many wars, both within and without myself. My
father was Heinrich, a contemptable man involved most wholeheartedly in
racism. To his little knowledge my mother was an Aboriginal, a beautiful
woman, but disowned and deported upon my father’s fateful discovery.
From that day my father and I have spoken but two words, these are
‘Death’ and ‘Hurt’.
My father's actions, compounded with a system that did not take kindly to
half-breeds, has been the source of my overwhelming rage (which I am
glad to say I have largely overcome). I will now tell you of the different
wars that I have fought both within and without myself. This separate
account is not crucial to the main tale, so feel free to skip to the next
section, always taking time to note the white blankness between.
THE WAR OF YOUTH
The war of youth was fought largely internally. Of course I committed
terrible deeds, but largely the war of youth was about the slow acceptance
that I had to undergo in terms of my own face. For my face was the face
of my father, and in my blood ran the bastard genes of my mother. I
entered a life of crime and gangsterism. I hurt many. But, as our expresident once said, ‘Absolutely anything can be overcome’ (The wall of
Four Prints Copy Centre, Long Street, 2002). Thus I finally traded in my
life of gangsterism and drugs with the help of a kindly man who cared
more for me than I did. He taught me that life should be respected above
all things, and perhaps those words were to become my ultimate
executioner, or my salvation…
THE WAR OF THE FAMILY
Mr Tim Roth of Gridlock’d, and of course, The Lgend of 1900 fame,
himself directed a most excellent film called War Zone. This film was a
chronicle of the silence and unspoken of deeds that exist within the family.
Upon leaving a life of gangsterism and drugs I eventually met a most
excellent woman, who decided that I could be the one that she wed. Her
love calmed me and brought a much needed focus to my life. We had two
small children and I started a successful plumbing business, soon servicing

over half the homesteads of the Southern Suburbs! It was great but at the
same time there was a terrible cancer growing in all of us, because my
rage, a legacy of my own father, had not left me.
Unbeknownst to my family I was still indulging in one of my most secret
passions, cage-fighting. A sport that allowed me, through its violent blood
and whirling, sneering faces, to re-enact my fantasies of destruction upon
my father. I was a man who was, literally, afraid of his own head. Because
everytime I wanted to do something good, my head would flash a picture
of something bad in my mind. This picture would cause me to smile at
those that loved me when I didn’t really mean it. These foreign pressures
finally came to a rupture when in a bar one day I took a sip of a mid
afternoon beer, and was overtaken by a terrible fit. When I recovered I
began to wander the streets for several years.

THE HOMELESS PHENOMENA,
THE WAR OF THE WORLDS
I wandered the streets for some years, refusing to speak to my wife and
children. Feeling their cries of despair and yet saying nothing for the rage
that had infected me for my whole life, chaining my tongue. All I could do
was grunt and shie away from their faces, for their beauty offended my
profound ugliness. It reminded me most forcefully of all the lies that I had
become.
My children were fatherless, that figure soon replaced by my previous
friend who became the husband of my wife, after obtaining a legal divorce
by default, and who saved my floundering plumbing business, surely
halting my family’s forward slide into blackness. For this I thank my
friend, and from time to time am able, many years later, I am able to look
upon his face and those of my children.
This was the extent of my hurt and madness. The homeless phenomena,
the war of the worlds, was for me a time of profound displacement and
education. In the denial of my material things, in becoming one of those
dirty ones, I found peace and the opportunity to commune with myself.
Sadly, I could never rekindle a relationship with my father, as time had
forever bolted that door.
My time of homelessness ended with the intervention of my long lost
mother. And although that incident itself is a whole other chapter, I feel it
is not relevant here and so have not included it. The reason I mention it at
all is that the meeting can be seen as the next turning point in my life,
where I got for myself a quiet, low-paying job and returned to my old habit
of cage-fighting in Cape Town’s brutal underground curcuit, this time in
an attempt to train body and mind rather than subdue it.
Here is a poem that I wrote symbolising the feeling of that homeless time
for me:

Albino Mother
Albino Mother
Butterfly broach acrouch in your pale hair,
Your form surrounded by Winter,
Your face filled with your children at wait in your small 2
bedroomed home.
Where is your husband?
He is dead.
His hands are strapped to his face,
He is tired,
But not as tired as you Albino Mother,
With your chocolate coloured* children,
With your arms at your sides in the night.
Wynberg Station,
Winter, 2001

A SEED IS SEWN
One night, as I was anointing my bruises with a special balm, in the locker
room of the Maitland Zone 1 Club, I met a man who called himself Dr
John Phillip, Himself An Institution. He looked me straight in the eye and,
placing his fist on the table, told me of an address and a time when I
should be there. I was afraid, but I went anyway, because it felt as if the
wrought iron doors of my destiny were again grinding their way open for
me.
I dressed carefully for the occasion and even hired myself a taxi-cab so as
not to be late, at this most illustrious appointment. I arrived bearing wine
and chocolates, and was shown into a neat, well appointed room by the
same man who called himself Dr John Phillip the night before. The man
was as intense as always, his eyes searching within me for some weakness,
and I think sensing some of the long journey in me, for he relented and
invited me most warmly into his home.
There were others, they smiled and nodded and touched me on my
shoulders and forearm. A white female asked me if I was really a fighter.
The Doctor, who seemed to be the leader of the group, took the wine and
chocolates from me, and I never saw them again.

‘Mr Pietish is a man of his word. And he always chooses this word so wisely. I
appreciate him. Fuck, He pulled me out of the shadows. Serve I Robert Pietish.’
– The Photographer

SIGHTS FROM THEN
Maitland Zone 1 Club,
Maitland

Fighting Cage at
Maitland Zone 1 Club,
Maitland

Woodstock Townhouse,
Woodstock

THE WINDS OF CHANGE
In this fair City of ours, in the places that we don’t often like to look, there
is a group of people that live in the rubble, between the cracks, they stare
hard out at us when we pass by. It was these people that I met that night.
In that little room we spoke and spoke, our minds reaching out to each
other as if we were sweating from strong narcotics, the walls moving
freely. It seemed to me like I was watching them at the very moment that
they engaged with their memory, such a light did shine in their eyes, such
demons twisted in the shadows. At length they introduced themselves, and
I was intrigued to hear such names, these are:
Dr John Phillip - Formerly minister to a number of independents at the
Guild of the South African Fire and Life Assurance, the doctor now
monitors the spiritual well-being of the group.
Sir John Cradock – A young coloured male with an excellent
musculature, perfectly suited for both the Chi Quan-Do and Chi Quan
disciplines.
Mrs Jamison - A white female whose style of laughter is both uplifting
and sobering. She is said to take responsibility for the sexual demands of
the group, offering herself consistently.
The 50th Ordinance - She functions as a template of Mr Robert Pietish, as
well as being the only black female ever to be admitted to the group.
The Photographer - A casualty of the violence of our country, this white
helps to locate the group in terms of the current political climate.

THE ORIGNINAL GROUP

Dr John Phillip,
Himself An Institution

Sir John Cradock

Ms Jamison

The Photographer

?
The 50th Ordinance

LIKE SCALES FROM THE EYES
And so began my involvement with the group. We met in either night or
day, in a room that was brushed concrete, large, with just a tiny window
above my head-height, where the feet of those walking in the world could
be seen.
We would talk endlessly of the words of Robert Pietish, but we spoke of
them as vessels for individual meaning to all of us, as vehicles of
expression of our particular joy, as we had been instructed.
But this activity was secondary. Our main function was to carry out the
instructions of Mr Pietish. For he had said that we should do rather than
say, and this is what we did.
We worked tirelessly, first, at including me in the structure that the group
already had created between them, and then at constantly re-investigating
our very nature through an obsession with the rythyms of what we were
doing. It was physical work, and it was hard.
Some of us in the group believe that the words are an almost factual
account of the childhood of Mr Pietish, at least the internal landscape of
his mind. But this is not important. Those words were the inspiration, but
not the repeatable of his instructions, and indeed, the other half of the coin
of our ceremony.
Here are some of the words of Mr Pietish, them being the inspiration of
our every breath in the world of our ceremony:

WHAT IS SOLID, REPEATABLE
There is a girl, she sits quietly, waiting. One leg crossed over the other,
relaxing back in her seat.
He walks in with a swagger, stops and claps his hands, wiping them quickly
against each other. He turns back again. He forgot something.
'Come on', is shouted.
A foot twitches, moves two centimetres to the right, pivotsed on the ankle,
then is drawn back, as if hidden.
One sits next to another.
His head is forward, looking intently forward, until he jerks it just a fraction to
the right. Avoiding something.
His phone to his face he cries. Weeping slow tears, his grief is hard to bare.
Laughing, he walks.
They watch sport.
He hurries in the cold. His jacket held to him by his hands in its pockets.
She walks down the stairwell. Each foot dropping lower than the previous
one. Just going down.
A man shouts for another man to stop. He waves something in his hand.
Gives it to the man he was shouting at.
A boy watches from a window. A boy stares out of a window.
A man walks.
All these things are nothing, empty, until you fill it. All of these things done
exactly as they were done, done exactly the same, every time, these things
will fill you. They will set you free. Our only hope is repetitive movement.

THE RHINDERPEST
by Robert Pietish
It is hard here.
There is a lot to do.
The food is not good, but it is not bad.
In the mornings I awake early and begin my chores.
They are hard.
I have many chores.
As soon as the sun comes up I can begin my outside chores.
Being inside is good, because it is warm.
Being outside is good also, but sometimes it is cold,
I do not have a jacket.
Outside I grow things, plants rise from the soil and they are green.
Outside I kill things also,
Young animals that try to eat my green things,
Young and foolish animals that have not learned yet because their parents are
sick and they are young.
I cry to kill but the green things must grow.
And blossom.
One day I will decide.
But already I begin to understand the need for death.
I am happy because I have some use.
I enjoy to grow the green things.
He the master says I must mind because we gonna eat the green motherfuckers.
We gonna chop.
I apprentice listen and hear and go shed where axe lay,
where is no sun.
I sharpen,
sharpen,
sharpen blade.
He master says,
Boy,
Then sun does hide.
I must sleep and do inside chores,
Sleep, chores,
Sleep, chores,
It is warm inside.
He master says,

Boy,
And I grow green things and killing animals that is foolish.
He master says,
Boy.
I nod.
Smile.
He master says boy, and those green things’ll have to die.
I sharpen the axe at night.
It is hard here.
I apprentice he master.
One day I is are am master.
The sun does come up and I does chores.
One day I shall have a jacket.
The foolish animals have sick parents.
There is a time during the day when the sun is high and it is hot.
At that time most people sleep. But I, I, sit and watch the green things grow.
They are tiny and beautiful. My heart aches if I think that they are not there.
Not that I chopped them. But just that they are not, were never there. I watch
them and I can see that they need the sun, I understand, because they stand with
their leaves up, like this.
I also like the foolish animals,
But they’re parents are sick.
It is hard here.
Here end words of R. Pietish,
1995

MOVEMENT NOTATION 1

EYE WITNESS ACCOUNT 1
I'd heard about the ceremony and was keen to go. My friend said she had
been before, and when she told me there was going to be another one I was
excited. When we got there it was at a small house in Salt River, like quite
a run-down place. There were lots of warehouse type places around, a bit
of an industrial area. We went into the house and there was a kind of trap
door thing in the floor of the lounge. It was open and this guy showed us
to climb down. It was really exciting. There were lots of heavy types
hanging around there, coloured gangster types, which was really thrilling.
We climbed down this ladder into a passage which took us a little way, not
far, maybe ten or fifteen metres, till we could see an open doorway and a
big room after that. We went through.
There was this big guy standing by the door. I think he was Gladys
Pinchott. Like a huge guy, six foot seven or something ridiculous, you
could see he thought he was a bloody priest or something, he was greeting
everyone by shaking their hand and telling them that they were welcome.
I let my friend shake his hand and got through on the other side of her.
There was a marked off area in the room, which was like a big rectangle,
about maybe twenty metres by sort of twelve. The marked-off space was a
rectangle in the rectangle. It was marked-off with poles and hazard tape.
There was a walkway made of a material across the middle, and two of the
group, I think they were The 50th Ordinance and Sir John Cradock, were
showing people that they could walk across and go to the other side, just to
make space for more people to come in. It was really awesome, to think
that we were underground! Me and my friend went across to the other
side. I saw Ms Jamison. She was standing inside the marked off space. I
saw her pick up a paper that someone dropped, I think a sweet paper, and
put it in her pocket. You could see that all of them were quite serious
about the space, they weren't pushy about it to other people, but you could
see that they didn't want anyone walking on it or dropping stuff on it.
When I got to the other side I saw The Photographer standing with some
guy by a couch that was set up on this weird platform. There was quite a
crowd by this time, probably somewhere between 70 and 150 people. It
was obvious that some had been there for a long time, they had picnic stuff
set out and there was a lot of smoke in the room. I don't know if someone
was braaing or if it was just smoking, but it was hazy. There was some
cool music playing, I cant really say what it was, it was quite in the
background, but I liked the beat it gave the atmosphere. I actually think it

was a bit tribal now that I'm thinking about it. Then I saw him. The Priest
[Dr John Phillip, Himself An Institution]. He walked into the space and
spoke to Ms Jamison. You could see she revered him. He is quite a scary
looking guy. He's got a bald head and very intense eyes. He really scared
me. When I saw him thought, 'Shit, that guys scary.' Ms Jamison went
over to Sir John Cradock and the 50th Ordinance and then the 50th
Ordinance went to The Photographer and told him something, and then
Sir John Cradock helped Ms Jamison start to roll up the material that was
the kind of walkway. I was really paying attention now. It was cool
because the crowd was still just buzzing and not paying attention, but I
was watching them and I could see that they were starting now. I saw The
Priest [Dr John Phillip, Himself An Institution] walk up to the far side of
the space (from where I was) and climb up onto a platform there. He
looked around at the crowd. I could see him looking at every person, just
scanning over all of them, as he did this everyone started quieting down.
When he looked at me I shivered. I really cant say how or why, but I
looked right in his eyes, it was a bit like...just like there were endless
spinning towers in there, in a world of screams, but not. He raised his
arms up, and this made me realise that the music had stopped, it was now
pretty quiet, much more people were watching. I looked at the door and
saw that it was still open. I dont know why but I had premonitions, well
actually obviously it was from looking at The Priest's [Dr John Phillip,
Himself An Institution] eyes. He was standing upright on the platform with
his arms raised out next to him and above his head. He had a beautiful
smile on his face, then he did this weird thing with his lips. Its like he
pursed them a couple of times, maybe three times. When this happened
the other members of the group moved purposefully. They came together
at the far side of the space, really quickly and smoothly, I watched them
and it was quite amazing, their bodies just melted into one another, I mean,
in a blink they became one unit. You could see that these guys knew
exactly what they were doing. They came together in this way, as one,
with their hands all reaching up, and together their hands made a flower. I
could see it straight away, I could even see the field that the flower was
growing in, it was that well done, the flower blossomed and then swayed
there in the wind. Something moved in the corner of my eye and I turned
to see The Priest [Sir John Phillip, Himself An Institution] jumping high in
the air. He went up and then came down on the platform, smashing his
hands into the wood of the platform with a very loud bang. A lot of people
jumped, it was quite unexpected. As soon as the bang happened the flower

shattered. They all just broke up, some fell on their backs, some limped,
some dragged themselves by their fingers, it was as if a bomb had just
exploded among them, brutalising their bodies. They were moving all on
their own line, making strange moaning noises, and I swear all of them in a
special place. The room was dead quiet, you could hear a pin drop, except
for the moans. When I looked back at The Priest's [Sir John Phillip,
Himself An Institution] direction I saw the he was also injured, and was
doing his best to get to his mates. As they passed each other things
changed again. It was like they swapped memories or thoughts, because as
their bodies passed each other so they each changed into the other, but no
way was it obvious. It wasn't like, say, Ms Jamison had been limping and
The Photographer had been crawling, and then when they passed she
started crawling and he started limping, no way, what happened was, if
you ask me, is that each of them become a different aspect of the place that
the other one was at. Its like each of them took on their own private
interpretation of the other one's memory, in the way that they would if they
had been at the real memory, at the real time. I could see this and it was
honest. Once I figured that out I realised that they were actually changing
all the time. I don't know how often, but it was hectic when I realised that,
it was like they were giving themselves over to something else. But then
something happened that jarred me a lot. The 50th Ordinance did
something, either that or the rest all found something in their minds at the
same time, but suddenly they all turned on her, you could see that suddenly
she was in some kind of trouble. The Priest [ Sir John Phillip, Himself An
Institution] just got up out of what he was doing and walked up to her, as
did the others stop, and they did the same, now walking up to her. Ms
Jamison grabbed her, held her from the back and put her hand over her
mouth. I was shocked because I could see that The 50th Ordinance was
scared. Her eyes over the hand of Ms Jamison were huge. The others held
her too. Sir John Cradock had his hand on her shoulder, while The
Photographer went to fetch something from a pile of odds and assortments
that lay within the space. He came back and gave it to The Priest [Dr John
Phillip, Himself an Institution], and thats when I saw that it was an apple.
Ms Jamison took her hand away and The Priest stuffed it into her mouth. It
was really graphic. The crowd gasped because it was really cruel, he
pushed the apple in hard, half slapping her face, but she just screwed her
eyes closed tight and pushed her face and mouth into it. The Priest took
his hand away and stood with the rest as she ate the apple. I could see a
little bit of blood on her lips and in her mouth, mixing with the apple

chunks that fell out. She was sobbing a bit, no one knew why but
everyone there could see that this was serious shit. The Photographer
fetched a bowl from the assorted pile and bought it to The Priest [Dr John
Phillip, Himself an Institution]. The 50th Ordinance finished the apple, the
whole thing, including the core, and then The Priest lifted the bowl high
over his head and poured water all over her, washing all the blood and
apple from her face. It was beautiful. As the water splashed off of her light
caught it and refracted making a shower of colours all around her. The
others watched the whole thing. When it was over they simply started
again, from where they'd left off it seemed, suddenly they were back in it,
and everyone I'm telling you, was now paying very careful attention.
The ceremony continued. The participants now began to get involved with
the pile of assorted objects. These were mainly old bits of rubbish, a
salvaged fish tank, a rusted frame, bits of insulation, strip lighting and
plumbing off-cuts. The group immersed themselves in it, often with
hilarious results. For instance The Photographer got himself stuck in the
fish tank, with his head in it, and then The Priest, wearing the biggest grin,
began to tattoo a rythym on it with a bit of plumbing off-cut. Everyone
laughed really well. It was great. We all saw that The Priest was also
capable of humour and play. Other things happened too. Ms Jamison and
Sir John Cradock got themselves all tangled in some roof insulation, it got
very hot. You could see their bodies writhing inside it, trying to get out,
and every now and then their faces coming up for air, flushed and red and
laughing, everyone in the audience was completely taken, couples began to
hold hands and single people to cast their eyes around the room. I even
found myself looking around, the energy was really strong, palpable like a
wall of heat coming from them. And then it happened again.
I don't know why and I don't know how, but somehow all of a sudden all
them were interested in The Photographer. This wasn't like the time
before with The 50th Ordinance. This time it was more planned, or at least
it just happened a bit slower. What happened was all of them were
playing, both with each other and with their memory, when they slowly
started to quiet, all of them that is except The Photogropher. He carried on
while the rest came to a dead standstill. I saw The Priest had his eyes
closed and was muttering something really passionately to himself. It took
a few moments for The Photographer to realise that he was the only one
playing. But he did and when he did he stopped, dead, just like the rest.
But he knew, and everyone knew, even though they didn't know what it all
meant, that he had been singled out. Nobody moved. We all knew that

The Photographer was the one, even though he was now still like the rest.
But as time ticked forward it became more and more obvious. Suddenly
he cracked and started screaming 'Fuck you!' 'Fuck you!', at all his fellows.
He was a bit mad. His face was bright red, very agitated. The more he
screamed the more the others just looked at him. I couldn't see anyone of
them feeling sorry for him or wanting to help him to calm down, they all
just looked at him, except for Sir John Cradock, who was actually smiling
quite broadly. All of a sudden The Photographer started running. As soon
as he did Sir John Cradock and The Priest [Dr John Phillip, Himself An
Institution] ran after him. The Photographer got cornered at The Priest's
[Dr John Phillip, Himself An Institution] end of the space very quickly. I
don't know why he didn't just run out through the crowd, but it didn't even
cross his mind. He just turned around and ran straight the other way again,
trying to get around them. But Sir John Cradock just layed into him. He
dived right through the air and crashed into The Photographer's body,
knocking him down so that The Priest [Dr John Phillip, Himself An
Institution] was right there then, on top of him and holding him down,
while Ms Jamison hurried up with a weird kind of mask thing that must
have been lying in the assorted pile. The Photographer was moaning, I
think he could actually have been properly hurt. Sir John Cradock had hit
him that hard. The Priest [Dr John Phillip, Himself An Institution] still
held him while Ms Jamison put the mask on his face, Sir John Cradock
held his legs, and The 50th Ordinance stood next to them singing some
kind of dirge song. It was very uplifting but sad. The Photographer then
got finally to his feet. He stood up straight, swaying a little, and then the
group began to dress him with all the bits from the assorted pile. This was
trully amazing. What I had thought was just an assorted pile of junk
became, as the members dressed their friend, a beautiful and noble suit of
armor. There was a breastplate made from a box, a sword from a long
cardboard pipe cylinder, shin guards from other packing materials, it just
went on. When they were finished he trully looked like a knight of old.
He stood there, dressed in his finery, a knight, and The Priest [Dr John
Phillip, Himself An Institution] said something to him, whispered in his
ear, and then it all began again. They all started their movements again,
but this time with direction. All moving towards the bottom side of the
space, where I could see that there had been a kind of stage or theatre
constructed. It was a high arch of rubbish materials hung with lace. As
The Knight walked towards it so the group kept moving around him, it
seemed urging him on with their stange movements that once again

seemed as everything. Sir John Cradock rushed forward, kind of hopping
like a toad, and grabbed a hold of the lace, holding it up so that The Knight
could pass through underneath. As this happened, when The Knight
reached the lace, then the other members came to a halt, each just
repeating their sequence in a circle, while The Knight went under. Then
the veil was dropped. As that happened lights from behind it came on,
powerful blue lights, they seemed to hover in the air, but I could see, just
on the edge, because of the silhouette effect of the lights, that they were
held by two people, one to each light. Now this was maybe the most
beautiful thing that I've seen. The Knight battled with the lights that
hovered around him. They came closer, dodging his lance and shield,
hovering up and around, I guess kind of sucking away his energy. Till The
Knight started sinking down. He went down on one knee first, his lance
still raised up against the light, and then down on to both knees, his lance
fallen and his shield up, covering his shoulder and his face, until, finally, it
fell, and his shape disappeared from view. After that the lights went too.
Now looking back to the space all I could see was The 50th Ordinance.
The others had moved off to the side. She stood in front of the puddle of
water that had collected after she'd been washed earlier. She was standing
still, just staring at it. She went down onto her haunches, and then
suddenly she began to move. She writhed and stuggled, contorting her
body to such a degree that her clothes seemed to vanish, she simply
became animal. Her writhing wasn't ugly, it was harsh though, harsh and
hard. She put her body to the limit, contorting all through the water.
Finally she stopped. Collapsed to the ground in the water. The Priest [Dr
John Phillip, Himself An Institution] came to help her up. He then nodded
to the crowd and led her away. Sir John Cradock followed them. It was
only when the paramedics arrived that the crowd really realised that The
Photographer was gone. I think I'd known from the start.

MOVEMENT NOTATION 2

FURTHER EYE WITNESS ACCOUNTS
1. The thing that struck me the most was the way that those people
were so focused. It was like if there is a platoon of men, and
perhaps they stumble onto an enemy or a friend, or, even better, an
individual that as yet they do not know is an enemy or a friend, that
platoon of men will treat that unknown entity as an enemy.
Because that is their procedure. I know because I was there. In the
war I mean. Those men will not stop. Even if the surprise is the
best friend of a member of the unit, those men will first carry out
procedure, surround and neutralize the threat, with precision. Their
movement will be beautiful or scary, depending on your
persuasion, but the most important thing is that the eyes of the best
friend will look like an alien, because that man has a job to do, and
because he is doing it the way he is doing it, we know absolutely
that he believes it one hundred percent. So yes, a man died that
day, but because of the way it happened, I’m not prepared to say
whether it was wrong or right.
2. It was wrong. Plain and simple. It was wrong because those
Goddamn Motherfuckers were crazy. No? Well, you weren't
there. It was wrong because I saw some of them enjoying it. And
because fuckit, we all feel that way. We all have to deal with life.
So what about it? It’s unnecessary. It’s too much. Don’t get me
wrong, I don’t actually care that the guy died, you know, that’s not
what I’m talking about. I was there, I saw a man die, it wasn’t my
fault. I’m not that type of person. What gets me is the way they
looked at each other. Just the way that they looked at each other.
I’m sorry but that’s all.
3. I fully respect them and their mission. I think that they are brave
and compelling, and I actually wouldn’t mind joining myself.

WHY 'FLOWER'?
The following interview was conducted from Pollsmoor Prison,
PraatKamer 3, in a special gathering sanctioned by the warden, Mrs
Zebedu Springs.
Dr John Philip – I have nothing to say to you.
Mrs Jamison – We call it the Robert Pietish Flower because first of all,
obviously…its named after Robert Pietish because he is our leader
(laughs), the one who started it all, and then secondly because for me it is
like a flower as when you see a flower you are not only seeing a flower,
you are seeing everything that made the flower. Not just like looking at a
brick and seeing the cut marks of men, I mean no. Rather the flower has a
stem, and beneath that stem there is a point where the root begin, and at
that place there is a seed. It is like a flower because all of us had that seed,
and Robert began to show us how to grow. In the ceremony we celebrate
that, the ceremony is made to be like the slow growth of a flower, so at the
end you can look and see how beautiful it really is, and even wonder to
yourself of how simple it was to make it, and how those simple
movements will never leave you in your life again, because they are filled
with the truth of the cell dividing and dividing.
The 50th Ordinance – A flower is like a diamond, it haunts you with its
crystalline beauty, its purity of form fluid within an image that is part
reality and part the result of forgotten dreams, a distant calling in the
darkness.
Sir John Cradock – We were aiming for a numinous outporing of life
energies, I guess what we got is the death of a friend.

AT THE CROSSROADS
I met Mr Pietish beneath the red light of a Caltex petrol station. He wore
the shabby clothes of a beggar. On his head were large sores that made me
think of HIV/AIDS. He looked into my eyes and smiled as he shook my
hand. And then Mr Pietish pointed out various things of interest. First, we
looked at a leaf together, he passing it to me and tracing its veins with his
tattered finger, we studied the lining of his coat and then we just listened to
the traffic. Suddenly he told me in great detail how he had given both of
his parents a lethal dose of medicine, on their request as they were
terminally ill, and had held their hands as they died. He then watched me
with pale blue eyes and said that I should do what I need to. In that
silence, in the stillness of being left alone, completely to my own devices, I
fell to the ground. It was years later that I got up, first on one knee, and
then dragging the other foot under, and rejoined the group, as their sound
and lighting man.

THE LONG ROAD HOME
The group as you see them today are not the same as those guys that I met
in that tiny room in Woodstock, all those years ago. But I think you’ll find
that the core remains. We’re still a bunch of blokes who come together
every so often to turn the ideas of Robert Pietish into practice. And as for
Robert Pietish? Well, some say that he wanders the highways of our
country now, hitching lifts and depending on the kindness of strangers for
a bit of bacon and a place to rest his head. Others have mentioned strange
men in the mountains, training day in and out for the uncertainty of their
futures. As for me? What do I believe? Lets just say the world makes me
smile long and slow. But if ever you were to see a guy with piercing pale
blue eyes and some big sores on his head, don’t be afraid, because your
life might just change for the better.

EMPTY HEADS
The following is an interview extract conducted by myself with Mr Robert
Pietish himself. It took place at an undisclosed location, at an undisclosed
time.
RP: You see, if I am to take up this flower in this vase here, and I am to
twist, twist it around and around, causing great strain on the fibres of the
green stem, eventually that stem will snap, tearing apart at the point of
greatest stress. Now what do you think will have happened?
GP: You will have snapped the stem.
RP: That is correct. But also, biologically, I will have caused certain
fundamental shifts in the atomic structure of the stem of the flower to
occur. Not that the correct terminology is important. (laughs) Ah, let me
rephrase, I will simply have caused the inner fibres of the stem, that is to
say, the individual filament responsible for the cohesion of the plant, to
break not only from themselves,
GP: Where the snap actually occurred,
RP: Yes, but also from each other. So what has actually happened is that
the very being of the flower has begun to unravel. Do you see that?
GP: Yes, much like the redistribution of atoms or energy after death.
RP: You are on the right track. Now if I were to turn this example to the
use of memory, then the way that we have constructed our ceremony is to
take our memory, as one would the stem of a flower, and to stretch and
break it, exposing the spaces between the apparent truth of the memory,
then we are able to re-examine our very identities, and even re-assign
them, within the structural framework that we have created, which is our
ceremony.
GP: I see. Thank you Mr Pietish. As I said earlier, with your permission I
would like to publish the record of this interview, along with any other
material that I have gathered in the course of working with your group, in a
series of pamphlets, as I see it, which I will distribute to those who come to
view the ceremony, assuming you have still granted permission for that to
happen.
RP: Yes Gladys. I do believe that ultimately the public must be given the
opportunity to decide, but I would like to add a few more words to your
pamphlet, so that one day I will be able to say that I did do all that I can.

I am not trying to be some kind of holy figure, although I must admit
that every now and then, in moments different and the same to others
in my life, I do think that I might be connected to that in some way. I
cannot apologise, just take the impulse from the previous and apply it
to the present. I feel like I don’t know how I work, I don’t know what
makes me tick. I want to find out about that. And I think the way to
do that is by talking to others. All the crap that you read in these
pamphlets, with all respect to Gladys Pinchott (I know you
understand), is about people being people with people. The smiles the
laughs the inner pain and fear. The constant shifting alliances and
the way we love and want to take another into ourselves, because we
see that person as so Goddamn special, that everything that they
could ever do is perfect.
There was a time when things were different. When textures, when
smells. I would lie back in the darkness, dreaming of another place.
Music would swell. I would remember.
To enter the depth of it. To be as men digging, for no reason, digging.
That is my function. Silence is the key. How to remain true. To
remember.
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